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"If we do this again, it wonâ€™t stop at kissing.â€• It was a dark promise...Beckett Pierce is the most

eligible bachelor in the nosiest small town in upstate New York. But after his last girlfriend

handcuffed herself to his porch and set his welcome mat on fire, he's not looking for any more

romance. Even if it lands right in his backyard. And has miles of red hair. Gianna Decker has her

hands full--no, overflowing--with problems. With two kids, a useless ex, and a brand new yoga

studio, the last thing on her mind is finding a man who'll cause her more problems.  Making out with

her broody landlord? Yeah, that would be a problem. Lusting after the sexy mayor of the town she

just moved to? Definitely a problem. Dating the â€œfavoriteâ€• son of her father's new lady friend? It

seems like Beckett is a bad idea just waiting to happen. But he's a bad idea she canâ€™t seem to

resist.  As Beckett and Gianna find themselves thrown together again and again, they can't help but

fall into the temptation of sizzling stolen kisses, of a desire so hot it brands. And soon they're much,

much closer than they ever wanted. Tempers flair when their families complicate things and the

interfering citizens of Blue Moon Bend step in with their special brand of chaos. Can Beckett and

Gianna manage to disentangle themselves before itâ€™s too late? Or is the temptation too much for

either of them to deny?
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I was finally able to finish this book without life getting in the way! It was well worth staying up late

for. Getting up for work tomorrow should be fun. Beckett or "Bucket" and Gia are a match made in

Blue Moon. Their romance is sweet and sexy and may make you take cold showers. I laughed out

loud over blue eyeshadow and cried like a baby over the love Beckett showed for Gia and her

children. Now I'm crying because I'm done reading it and Lucy isn't done writing Jax and Joey's

story yet. Gia is an amazing mom and business woman yet a bit scatterbrained at times like losing

her keys and cell phone. Beckett pays attention to detail and is methodical. It shouldn't work yet it

does. The beautification committee is now 28-0. I can't want to see what Blue Moon does next!

I can't even start to tell you how good this book is... It is so real and so funny, so easy and so

endearing, its just not possible to pinpoint what makes it shine out among most other small town

love stories.Every page is filled with such care by this writer. No unnecessary waffle or pointless sub

plots. Just wonderful story telling and love and more than a little laughter.I would very happily live in

a Lucy Score book.

I have yet to read a Lucy Score book that disappoints and even though "Pretend You're Mine" is still

my favorite read by this author, "Fall Into Temptation" is now a close second! Beckett is an excellent

book boyfriend, Gia is a whimsical, but yet practical business woman and a loving mother. However,

Aurora and especially Evan steal the show. These two kids are the heart of "Fall Into

Temptation"...and Evan is definitely in line for Blue Moon Mayor 2.0. The story is heartwarming,

funny, at moments lighthearted, but always filled with romantic anticipation. I can't wait for Joey and

Jax... P.S. I love the new covers for the "Blue Moon" series!

Gianna moves to the town her dad lives in to give her kids stability after the divorce. Her ex is a

musician who cares more about his music and has willingly given up his son Evan to Gianna and

their daughter Aurora. She starts her own yoga classes and signs a lease for the guest house of

mayor Beckett Pierce.Beckett is immediately attracted to Gianna, as she to him. But she is careful

because of the kids.I liked a lot of things about this book. The H/h, the brothers, the kids (Evan!!!)

and the town with its people. There was humor and warmth.When Beckett and Gianna hit a rough

patch the whole town works together to make them see they are right for each other. That was really



well done, although I thought the reason Beckett was mad at Gianna was a bit stupid :-)Great

romance and I will read the next one.

I love Beckett (Bucket) and little Aurora - a very touching store of the reality of deadbeat dads and a

man willing to love the whole package. The fact that many women and men out there take on

children that they are not blood related is sincerely the best stories to read about especially when it

is difficult to be a single parent. Second chances are meant for everyone. I'm starting to love this

non-existing town and their meddling neighbors - can't wait to see what happens with Jax and Joey

and the birth of the twins!

Loved Fall Into Temptation, the 2nd book in the Blue Moon Series. Great how Although it told the

story of Beckett and Gianna, it also included Decker and Summer's storyline and the rest of the

characters that I met in Book 1. Can't wait to start Book 3. Lucy Score is an excellent storyteller.

Love her books.

I love the kids in this book, Evan and Aroara. Beckett's suit wearing mayor personality really does

need Gia's loving quirky yoga instructor personality to balance him out. This is a very funny

romance. All of the town's people make this a fun series to read.

Even though I wanted to smack Beckett upside the head a few times, overall I loved him. Gia was a

fantastic equal to him. Add in getting to know some of the quirky characters of Blue Moon and you

have a great second book in the series. I also really appreciate that the books are long enough that

the author can flesh out characters and storylines and secondary stories and characters. The series

is wonderful. Grab it.
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